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Designed in the form of
the fortune-teller game
that every child knows
and
the
sparkling
gemstone that everybody loves.

Brilliant!

‘Brilliant!’ shares fun
facts and information
about diamonds in a
playful new way.

- all about diamonds -

Brilliant for Kids
Instantly appealing, with colourful facets to unfold and
fascinating facts to read, aided by matching illustrations. Even
more fun is to read it together with others.
Brilliant for Parents
An eco-friendly product that doesn’t compromise on design. A
low-cost gift that doesn’t compromise on quality. And a learning
experience that doesn’t compromise on fun.
Brilliant for Shops
A superb space-saver with its compact size and high
profit-per-inch, as well as a real crowd-pleaser in displays and
demos; ‘Brilliant!’ delivers in more ways than one.

Product Specifications
- Serial no. RFD-EN-01
- Dimensions: 10x10cm
- Weight (total) : 16g

RFD-EN-01
100% recycled paper Vegetable-based inks Printed in England -

- Also available in German language version

Rowena Murray is a British
jewellery designer and graduate
of the Royal College of Art in
London.
She studied luxury design at the
Creative Academy, Richemont
design school in Milan and
gained a gemologist diploma
from the Gemological Institute
of America, where she later
went on teach.

Over the past decade Rowena has designed both jewellery
and watch collections for brands such as Van Cleef &
Arpels, Accessorize and Audemars Piguet. In 2010, her MA
collection was named ‘Best Work in Jewellery’ at the
RCA/Theo Fennell Awards, while her designs for Van Cleef
& Arpels were nominee and prize winner in the ‘Ladies
Watch’ category at the Grand Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève
in 2009 & 10.
Now based in Germany, where in 2017 she established a
design studio specialising in educational objects and
jewellery for children and young families.
To view more Rowena Murray items visit:
www.rowenamurray.de

